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• Environmental systems (ES) scientists employ computational models to explain and predict
environmental phenomena and to devise and test responses to problems.
• The public needs to be able to understand and engage in evidence-based arguments that
draw on ES models, including computational models.
• Several important computational thinking practices include judging models’ usefulness,
problems, accuracy, and handling of uncertainty (Weintrop, et al., 2016; Wing, 2006).
• Studies of these student practices are new and few (e.g., Wilensky & Reisman, 2006).

Research Questions

How do students reason about:
1. Scientific uses of computer models?
2. Problems with using a computer model to understand a real world problem?
3. Judging accuracy in a computer model?
4. Judging uncertainty in a computer model?

Methods

Context: Comp Hydro studies integration of computational thinking into high school hydrology
instruction. A goal is to build on previous research (Gunckel et al., 2012) to develop integrated
learning progressions (LPs) for sense making of computation, hydrology, and data.
Comp Hydro includes groups from four states. Each group developed a place-based unit. We
report on one group from a Mountain West state whose unit context is groundwater
contamination at a Superfund site. In the 3-week unit, students use computational and other
models to build evidence and model-based understanding of groundwater science that they
then apply to develop remediation plans.
Lesson Example: Using Data to Model Contamination Plumes
Students use selenium concentration data collected from 15 wells at the Superfund site to
create contamination plume contour maps by hand. Students practice linear interpolation and
extrapolation as they estimate where contour lines should be drawn and explore data
limitations. Then, they use a NetLogo Contour Map model to generate plume contour maps
with data from 15, 30, and then 60 wells. They develop understanding that with too little data,
it is not possible to constrain contaminant plume boundaries or to have sufficient resolution
to identify distinct contamination sources.
Data: Matched pre/post assessments come from 91 students (5 teachers). We report on four
items from the Comp Hydro assessment:
1. What do you think scientists use computer models for?
2. What are some problems with using a computer model to understand a real world water
problem?
3. How can a scientist judge if a computer model is accurate?
4.
Plume map created with
MTBE concentration data
from monitoring wells
At which location would
you be most uncertain
about the concentration
at that location?
(A, B, C, D)?

3. Judging Accuracy of Computer Models

Results

Analyses revealed three conceptual reasoning levels:
Level 4: Coordinated scientific (hydrologic) and computational reasoning
Level 3: Inaccurate or incomplete scientific (hydrologic) and computational reasoning
Level 2: Literal and informal reasoning
Level 1: No reason, “don’t know,” or un-interpretable reasoning

Reasoning Indicator
4.1 Use calibration and/or iteration

1. Uses of Computer Models
Reasoning Indicator
3.1 Virtually model, simulate, show
something happening
3.2 Test or experiment (something
would use a computer model for)
3.3 Predict

Example response
I think that scientists use computer models to simulate a certain region, area,
object, etc. that they can manipulate without using the real thing.
To do experiments that would take a lot of resources in the real world. (also
2.3)
I think scientists use computer models or simplified representations to make
predictions about what will happen in a system and how the system works.
(also 3.5)
3.4 Find or develop solutions or solve
To test real life situations to find out if something they would like to introduce to
problems
a system will work. (also 3.2)
3.5 Figure out or understand how
They use them to get a better view and be able to tell better how things happen
something works
and when they might happen again. (also 2.4)
3.6 Analyze or calculate
To calculate and simulate different events that can happen to help prevent or
solve problems. (also 3.1 and 3.4)
3.7 Replication, faster, run multiple tests science uses computer because it is more reliable and you could rest [sic] it
with a click and not having to wash them out. (also 2.6)
2.1 To be accurate or more accurate (no I think they use computer models for a better and more accurate idea on a
specifics)
specific science model thing.
2.2 Collect, share, or record data
I believe scientists use computer models for collecting and sharing data.
2.3 Less expensive or safer (for humans Computer models can show thing that you don't expect to happen and are
or environment)
cheaper than real models. (also 2.4 and 2.6)
2.4 Literally see, find, show, visualize, or Scientists use computer models so they can visually see the hills and under
map something
ground water systems.
2.5 Models are easier
To make it easier to see how the water moves (also 2.4)
2.6 Other reasoning
To scale different places they are studding.
1.1 Unclear. IDK. No reason. Guess.
I don't know.
Percentages add to more than 100 because some responses were coded for more than one indicator.
Coded as two or more 3 indicators = 4, one 3 indicator=3, one or more 2 indicators =2.
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• Many students view computer models as visualizations, likely based on previous experience
(e.g., video games). As awareness of other uses increases, visualization focus decreases.
• Students developed awareness of uses they experienced firsthand; some uses (prediction,
problem solving) showed greater gains.

2. Problems with Computer Models
Reasoning Indicator
4.1 Model may not account for
uncontrolled or all of important
independent variables
4.2 Models may be difficult to calibrate
(achieve match between modeled
and observed)
4.3 Models only as good as entered
data, require a lot of data, are
contrained by how much info
modeler is able to enter
3.1 Models aren't perfect, aren't or may
not be accurate
3.2 Model code or specification could be
wrong
2.1 Model could crash, break, lose
something, or stop working. Model
could be completely wrong
2.2 Computer models can't simulate or
predict real world

Example response
Computer models are unable to have every possible variable that a real water
problem would have.
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its just a model and it may not always be accurate
its hard to use a computer model in some real world problems because its hard
to set the code and show the problem correclty
Some problems with computer modeling might be that there isnt enough
storage space, or not organized correctly. That might cause problems.

You can't predict a lot of stuff and you don't have a three dimensional model of
the actual site. Also if you calibrate your computer model then everything will
be wrong.
2.3 Models have boundaries
The computer model has boundaries unlike the real world
2.4 Models are expensive
Using a computer model it only gives you so much space and there are
boundaries that the water will follow. Before you make a computer model you
might have to find the sediment layers and the groundwater. This process
would cost money to get a computer model started. (also 2.3)
2.5 Other reasoning
It might not be able to graph it.
1.1 Unclear. IDK. No reason. Guess.
I wouldn't know.
Percentages add to more than 100 because some responses were coded for more than one indicator.

• Students who developed awareness of boundaries saw them as models limitations.
• Students saw real-world as better than model. Shifts in 3.1 and 2.2 suggest growth. Increase
in 4.3 shows focus on data helps in learning model output depends on input.

4.2 Check or test it in real world and
compare. Compare results w/real
world measurements.
3.1 Test it w/a physical model or
compare it to another computer
model
3.2 Run model multiple times
3.3 Use/input accurate data. Get more
data.
3.4 If model is scientifically logical,
matches known info, past research,
expected results
2.1 If model makes sense. Double check
calculations. Get 2nd opinion.

Example response
They can test it and go back to the actual site and take more tests and do
experiments to make sure that it is right. And if not they will calibrate it and
keep fixing it until it is accurate. (also 4.2)
A scientist can compare results of a computer model to real-life results to see if
the computer model was accurate.
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Scientist test other models to see how accurate the computer was.

Test it multiple times.
by taking data in the feald

2.2 If model fixes problem

They have to test the model they make to make sure that it will actually solve
the problem.
2.3 They can't
They can't.
2.4 Run tests (no specifics)
They can do testing to figure it out also.
2.5 Other reasoning
The can guess what the storm is going to do.
1.1 Unclear. IDK. No reason. Guess.
There projecting will be more accurate.
Percentages add to more than 100 because some responses were coded for more than one indicator.

• 3.4 and 2.1 represent fast-thinking (Kahneman, 2011) heuristics scientists use to make quick
judgments. Deeper checks require approaches represented by 4.1 and 4.2. Students
demonstrated shifts toward sophisticated approaches .

4. Judging Uncertainty in Model Outputs
Reasoning Indicator
4.1 (B) Not near wells or references
insufficient data
3.1 (A) Large range of concentration
values and/or no maximum
3.2 (B) Elevation or appropriate
direction of flow
3.3 (A,C) No or few close wells
2.1 Out of range. No data for C.
2.2 Color related
2.3 Proximity
2.4 Concentration of contamination
2.5 (A,C,D) Direction of flow
2.6 Other reasoning
1.1 Unclear. IDK. No reason. Guess.

Example response
B. there aren't very many wells around B so it would be hard to know exactly
what the concentration would be.
A. It could be any amount more than 20
B. I am uncertain of the concentration at this point because of it being uphill of
the leak its from.
C. there are less wells to gather information from.
C. I'm uncertain about C because its not located inside the plume.
A. bacause it is in the dark orange
D. because its farthest away from the source
A. Because the level of MTBE is the highest right there.
D. Because it's going towards the creek
C. You don't know how far the contamination goes after that point.
C. because
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• Informal responses reflect notions of proximity (2.3) and concentration (2.4). Concentration
reasoning decreases.
• 3.1 (large range/no maximum) demonstrates mathematical reasoning, but conflation of
uncertainty (confidence that actual value lies in range) and precision (how close
measurements are to each other).
• Increases in 4.1 and 3.3 show students learning that having enough and relevant data are key
for reducing uncertainty. 3.3 responses reflect challenges figuring out which data are needed.

Students’ understanding of model uncertainty developed, in part, through using a NetLogo
Contour Mapping Model to model a plume with data from few and then more wells.

Explain why.
Analysis: We analyzed responses using an iterative development and validation process for
creating a LP (Gunckel, et al., 2012; National Research Council, 2006). Final weighted Cohen’s
Kappas for pairs of coders for all responses by item ranged from .78 to .99.
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Item Response Theory Analysis

Limitations and Implications
• Given a small sample from one state, students still demonstrated variability in computational
reasoning and capacity to develop sophisticated reasoning through a short experience.
• Not surprisingly, they developed more sophisticated reasoning with ideas and practices
experienced in more depth. Because they did not code and spent little time with model
algorithms, some students continued to view computer models as “black boxes.”

Items show good fit within range of 0.75-1.33 (weighted MNSQ). In a latent regression with a
fixed pre/post dummy variable, the coefficient was statistically significant (beta = 0.93, s.e. =
0.11, p < .001), showing post mean ability was higher than pre.

There are always tradeoffs when deciding what to emphasize in the foreground. Our tradeoff
decisions were based on interest in and a need to study what students could learn in a short time
to support informed participation. We worked with Earth science teachers who, notwithstanding
the inclusion of computational thinking in NGSS, had a greater focus on Earth science disciplinary
ideas and cited time limitations. Given the tradeoffs, we were pleased to see growth in sense
making related to important computational practices.
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